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Opening of the European Academy of Fine Arts, Sofia, Bulgaria, an 

instructional site of Irish American University 
 

European Academy of Fine Arts opens with its charter programme, MFA (Master of 
Fine Arts) in Music for Motion Pictures and Contemporary Media 
 
Sofia, Bulgaria – 20 September 2019 – Irish American University, a non-profit institution accredited by the 
Middle States Commission on Higher Education, USA, will celebrate the opening of its new instructional site in 
Sofia, Bulgaria, the European Academy of Fine Arts, at 6.30 pm on Wednesday, 9 October 2019, at the 
European Academy of Fine Arts, Hristo Kovachev 34, Sofia. The event will be hosted by Dr Joseph A. Rooney, 
President, Irish American University, who will also deliver the formal address inaugurating the instructional site. 
 
In keeping with its Strategic Plan, 2015-20, Irish American University (IAU), is expanding its range of fine arts 
facilities and programmatic offerings. Following an extensive process of research and evaluation of locations for 
achieving this objective, the institution identified industry-leading studio and recording facilities in Sofia, 
Bulgaria. These facilities constitute IAU’s new instructional site, the European Academy of Fine Arts, which in 
September commenced delivery of its charter program, an MFA in Music for Motion Pictures and Contemporary 

Media.  
 
Derek Gleeson, Music Director and Conductor of the Dublin Philharmonic Orchestra, is Executive Director of the 
instructional site. ‘The facilities in Sofia for fine arts programmes are second to none,’ says Maestro Gleeson. 
‘Moreover, the favourable cost base and abundant availability of outstanding musicians in Bulgaria allow us to 
offer a degree which provides multiple recording opportunities, with groups ranging from trios to a 110-piece 
orchestra and 80-member chorus, more than any other comparable programme in the world - and at a fraction 
of the cost.’  
 
The instructional site’s programme director is Andy Hill, Grammy award winner and author of the now industry 
standard textbook on scoring for film, Scoring the screen: the secret language of film music. An educator, 
composer, producer and motion picture music executive with a broad and longstanding background in 

production oversight, project management, and higher education administration, curricular development and 
teaching, Mr Hill’s music supervision motion picture production credits include The Lion King, Aladdin, Sister 
Act, Beauty and the Beast, The Little Mermaid, Annie, Anastasia, James and the Giant Peach; Mr Hill has 
overseen graduate-level programmatic content creation and delivery at Berklee College of Music, Valencia, 
Spain, and at Columbia College of Chicago. 
 
Along with Gleeson and Hill, the programme is delivered by teachers who rank among the most important in 
their field. These include Conrad Pope, orchestrator and arranger for John Williams, Alexandre Desplat, James 
Newton Howard, Jerry Goldsmith, James Horner, Alan Silvestri, Danny Elfman, John Powell and Hans Zimmer, 
and whose credits include the most recent instalments of the Star Wars films (The Phantom Menace, The Attack 
of the Clones, The Revenge of the Sith), the Harry Potter series, Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal 

Skull, Pirates of the Caribbean, Star Trek X, the Matrix films, Memoirs of a Geisha, The Curious Case of 
Benjamin Button, and A Christmas Carol; composer Christopher Young, whose film scores include Hellbound: 
Hellraiser II, Swordfish, The Shipping News, Species, The Hurricane, Spiderman III, Drag me to Hell, among 
others; and the renowned contemporary electronic sampler and composer, Junkie XL.   
 
The Academy intends to embed itself substantially in the fabric of Bulgarian higher education, creative and 
cultural life. A critical part of that process is the partnership it has forged with the highly prestigious National 
Academy of Theatre and Film Arts (NATFA) to pursue shared workshops, faculty interchanges, student 
collaborations and other cooperative activities. A Memorandum of Understanding to this effect was signed by Dr 
Rooney with the Rector of NATFA, Professor Dr Stanislav Semerdjiev, in June of this year, and represents but a 
first step in what is expected to be a deep, wide-ranging and fruitful partnership between the two institutions. 
 

‘We’re at the beginning of something special,’ says Dr Rooney. ‘With cutting edge facilities, teaching staff who 
have been at the forefront of their industry for several decades, and a rich, challenging and immersive 
curriculum, we have a world-class programme in place.’ And it does not end there, says Rooney: ‘We intend to 
develop further programmes in the coming years, in such areas as piano and related pedagogy, orchestral 
instrumentation, conducting, composition, recording, film and acting. This is a long-term commitment. Bulgaria 
is one of the gems of the Balkans. We believe there is no better place for us to establish and grow one of the 
great European academies of the fine arts.’  
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